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Editorial: "Proud to be a Nepali"
By Ujjwal Bhattarai

Most of us are familiar with the dialogue between Ghashi, the grass-ripper, and Bhanubhakta
Acharya, who hailed from the elite class of then Nepal.
[Scene: Hot summer day]
[Dialogue: Not verbatim]
Bhanubhakta- "What are you doing, Ghasi?"
Ghasi- "I am cutting some grass, which I plan to sell and with the money that I earn, I intend to dig a
well for pedestrians."
Bhanubhakta: Oh! Why do you want to dig a well with all this work when you are yourself poor?
Ghasi- "I am doing this so that coming generations will remember me for my little contribution."
Bhanubhakta: [Amazed] "Look at the wisdom of this grass- ripper! And look at me - though belonging
to an elite, I have achieved nothing."
[In Nepali,
"Bharjanma ghans tira mana di dhan kamayo,
Nam kyai rahosh pachhi bhanera kuwa khanayo,
Ghansi daridra gharko tara budhhi kasto,
Mo Bhanubhakta bhaikana aaja kina yasto."]
So inspired, Bhanubhakta gave birth to Nepali Literature by writing Ramayana in Nepali language
thus earning the title of "Father of Nepali Literature".
This was also the scene of a short drama preformed at 191st Bhanu Jayanti in Mansfield, CT by two
enthusiastic school kids - Sanjeev and Pradeep Keshary in an event organized by Connecticut
chapter of International Nepalese Literary Society (INLS).
The true investment of INLS and other similar organizations is kids like Sanjeev and Pradeep
who despite growing and living in the United States of America could proudly display their
Nepalese heritage, value language and culture, and proudly stand in front of the world as a
Nepali. Bravo!

Ujjwal Bhattarai
Editor/Co-ordinator
The Nepal Digest (TND)
contact@theNepalDigest.org

Who said what?
TND Research

"I humbly decline the Gorkha Dakschin Bahu IV medal, on the light that its selection
criteria are not transparent and hence it will be against my principle to accept it."
- Yubraj Ghimere, a journalist, who refused to accept the Gorkha Dakschin Bahu IV medal from King
along with other journalist Sharad Adhikary.
..................
"I'm very aware I was in the right place at the right time."
- Tim Berners-Lee, who is considered the father of World Wide Web(WWW), after being knighted by
Queen Elizabeth II for his revolutionary invention of WWW

News: "Yankee Go Home"
TND Research
Maoists ask Americans to leave.
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The Maoists have taken up the strategy to harass the Americans with queries and check their
belongings and ask them to leave immediately.
Maoists are writing slogans like "Yankee go home" alleging that the Americans are traveling in the
Maoist controlled districts as regular tourists and collecting information. Such slogans are written in
districts like Rukum, Rolpa, Pyuthan, Salyan, Jajarkot and Surkhet.
According to tourism entrepreneur Subodh Humagain in Dang, tourists have stopped coming to the
area after Maoists' sloganeering. The Maoists' began their campaign after finding out that Americans
go to Holleri through Dang and study the geographical, economic and political situation of the region,
a Maoist area secretary told.
Maoists have also warned Americans from traveling around Nepalgunj. They have written similar
threatening slogans in the Karnali bridge. In Pokhara, tourism entrepreneurs pay Rs. 1,000 minimum
to the Maoists monthly. If the rebels know that the tourists are American they come and ask them to
leave...
(Source: Madhyanha, vernacular daily)

Interview: "Dinesh Adhikary"
By Kamala Sarup

Dinesh Adhikary is considered one of the most prominent poets of present day Nepal.
Kamala Sarup talked with him for TND on important issues recently and presented is
the excerpt of the interview.
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Immigration Questions and Answers
By Ramesh K. Shrestha, Attorney-At-Law
(Ramesh K. Shrestha is a practicing attorney in New York City. His office is located at 377 Broadway,
Suite 801, New York, NY 10013. Tel: (212) 625-3394, Fax: (212) 431-4460, Email:
Rshresthalaw@aol.com. His practice concentrates on Immigrant and Nonimmigrant Visas, Business
Immigration, Extraordinary Ability, National Interest Waivers, Labor Certification/Permanent
Residency, Detention/Bond, Removal/Deportation Defense before Immigration Courts/Executive
Office for Immigration Review, Department of Justice.)
He will answer TND reader's immigration related questions. Questions can be asked by visiting our
submit page or simply by emailing at contact@thenepaldigst.org. TND sincerely thanks and
appreciates Mr. Shrestha's contribution. - Editor)
There are 3 questions and answers in this issue.
Question 1:
Apu from USA asked:
Ramesh dai, here is my problem.
I have my OPT valid until 08/17/04 but the H1B doesn't start till october 2004 since they ran out of
quota for this year. My Company's lawyer thinks that the best way is to change my status to F1 until
October. But some of my friends suggest that I should just rush apply which only takes a week to get
approved instead of wasting my money.
I need a suggestion regarding this. Your suggestion would be greatly appreciated. Thank you.
Answer:
Dear Apu:
If your OPT expires on August 17, 2004, you will have additional 60 days grace period (duration of
status) to either change your status to any other nonimmigrant status, leave the country or continue
your F-1 by enrolling into a new academic program. Since your grace period goes beyond October 1,
2004, it appears that you will be able to obtain H-1B without changing your status. Therefore, it is
recommended that you file your H-1B application immediately.
Good luck.
.....
Question 2:
"Name Withheld" from USA asked
Dear Ramesh dai:
I recently came to US on a sports visa for 6 months. My tournament is over and I am thinking of
legally staying here in US. Is there any way to change my sports visa to student or other legal visa.
Thank you.
Answer:
You did not mention the category of your visa. (such as B, P, etc.). As you stated, your visa is valid for
6 months, it appears to be a B-2 visa. A change of status is possible to either F-1 or any other
nonimmigrant visa.
.....
Question 3:
Abhi Pradhananga asked:
I am currently in USA and applying for a green card on exceptional ability category. I am planning to
marry a Nepali girlfriend who is also in USA on a B1/B2 visa, but her visa has just expired by over 90
days.
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How is that going to affect to my Greencard? How can I help her and convert her status as mine? Do I
have to wait until I get a US citizenship (5 yrs!!) to make her a legal alien? I appreciate any advices.
Thanks.
Answer:
Abhi ji:
Your girl friend's out of status will not have any effect on your visa petition. Even if you marry her and
she is out of status, this will make her ineligible for adjustment of status, but it will not have any
adverse effect on your petition. If she has been illegal for 90 days, it is recommended that she leave
the United States before her unlawful presence reaches 180 days. She can wait in Nepal and pursue
consular processing.
If she leaves after 180 days, she will be subject to 3/10 year bar for admission into the United States
depending on the period of unlawful presence.
Even if you get your petition approved, you will not be able to reinstate her status either as a
nonimmigrant or immigrant as long as she is in the United States illegally. Once you become a US
citizen, it will be possible for her to apply for green card based on your visa petition. But it is a long
way to go.
Since there are a number of issues in your case, it is recommended that you seek a competent
professional help.
Good luck.
Ramesh K. Shrestha, Attorney-At-Law
(Disclaimer Notice: Legal answer provided must not be construed as a legal advice rather it is
an answer general in nature. One must seek legal advice from an immigration attorney for his
or her particular legal matter.)

Politics: "Immediate Ceasefire Please"
By Kamala Sarup
Dee Aker is the deputy director at the Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace and Justice at
the University of San Diego, California, recently spoke to weekly paper in Nepal
"Negotiating is a very hard thing. It is not just about going there and stating one's
position and then going to the press to release one's statements. It should be very
subtle. It takes a lot of work. I think here the lack of experience complicated the matter
– no matter how good-hearted the persons were. The actual work is very difficult. I think that last
year's ceasefire had been very successful in many ways for quite sometime. But not all people were
that inclined for justice as power plays were still being made. And, yes, there was outside negative
influence.
The negotiating parties must understand what the other side thinks. With that one could see if there is
any common ground. It is not a matter of compromise. It is not a matter of saying 'Ok, you do this
much we will do that much'. It is all about finding out what is the real need and asking civil society and
the victims what they need and letting that inform parties negotions. Anywhere the negotiations have
been successful and lasting, civil society and human rights are included. There has to be a plan for
transition from authoritarian to a more democratic system.
She further said "The third party mediation issue is a difficult one. I do think that what's needed is
similar, real and grounded training for all the negotiating Nepalese parties in how to negotiate. I think
in Nepal, the parties here can do this. It is just that they haven't had opportunity to sit down and think
through the process of what happens in the negotiation. It is not just about signing some agreements.
I guess I don't think third party mediation is necessary here. Even if you invite a third party, they and
the Nepalis still have to learn a lot about addressing the underlying issues that will cause another and
another conflict even when this is solved temporarily. And in most cases, third parties do not pay
attention to these issues; they simply focus getting leaders to sign a paper that does may not be a
solution that will last. In fact, equal training opportunities to negotiating parties could help a lot,
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especially training that looked at how to include the voices of civil society and addressed underlying
human rights concerns".
Even recently, Deputy prime minister Bharat Mohan Adhikari has called on the Maoists to give up
violence and come to the negotiating table. Even on the other hand, according to a central leader of
the Maoists Bam Dev Chhetri, The Maoists have set a precondition for declaring a ceasefire and
holding talks with the government. It is that the government must first be ready for constituent
assembly elections under the aegis of the UN. Chhetri also repeated his party's line that the Maoists
would not surrender arms during any negotiations. CPN-UML general secretary Madhav Kumar
Nepal has also asked the government to declare a ceasefire and invite the Maoists to the negotiating
table. He also said that pressure from the political parties and the international community could
oblige the Maoists to come to the table.
Speaking during a program in the capital Sunday PM Deuba also said that since the calls for initiating
peace process has come from all sectors, the government is ready to talk to the Maoists. He however
said, " The government is ready to hold talks with Maoists if they do not betray us or run away from
the peace talks again." Speaking to this scribe at Philadelphia Mary C. Carroll is currently, a member
of the Board of Directors, 1979-present, of the Philadelphia Suburban Corporation, Senior said "The
political conflict in Nepal has hurt business there greatly. Most obviously in the tourist industry, but
also in exports, manufacturing and other areas of business. American markets demand guarantees of
shipments on time and in the quantity ordered. Nepalese industry can't credibly make such
guarantees. So, US and European businesses go where there is no risk of short supply. Nepalese
businessmen and women are resourceful and smart. They will be able to overcome obstacles to
increasing their present share of the market when the conflict is resolved. It appears the 3 conflicting
parties are now aware that the country's economy is being destroyed and that their power struggle will
leave little left to struggle for if the situation isn't changed soon".
Recently in Kathmandu, Rights activists and political leaders stressed on the immediate need to form
a peace commission in order to restore peace in the country. Former Speaker of the House of
Representatives, Damannath Dhungana highlighted the need to form peace a commission. He said,
"People's pressure is vital for creating an appropriate environment for establishing peace in the
country." Even according to the Council of Ministers, the government is looking forward to holding
peace negotiations with Maoists abiding by the norms of constitutional monarchy and multi-party
democracy.
The Nepalese people abroad say " Nepalese are yearning for peace and they must all work together
to give a peace a chance. The whole of society, including non-governmental organisations, civil
society, should also be involved, so that an effective peace can quickly become a reality in our
country. The crisis right now is very serious and is challenging our limits. The difference between the
people can be resolved through dialogue on the basis of nationalism".
The Nepalese people abroad remain deeply concerned about how the Nepalese politics is becoming
increasingly polarized and unstable governments are destroying the country. The Nepalese people
want the war to come to an end and their urgent essential problems addressed immediately. Ceasefires, negotiations, meetings, though are most acceptable ways of conflict resolutions of maoists
insurgency, and it is essential to restore peace and improve security and human rights situation. The
government and the Maoists must feel as if they will win something from the talks. The government as
well as all the political parties, including the Maoists, must recognise this possibility and work to
prevent it through peaceful resolution of the conflict.
Even recently Nepal's National Human Rights Commission has urged the government and Maoist
rebels to begin peace talks to resolve the long-running insurgency. The European Union has also
called for an immediate ceasefire between the warring parties and to create an environment for
dialogue without any preconditions. In a statement released on Tuesday, the Danish Embassy urged
the government and all democratic forces to work towards early negotiations with the insurgents.
The embassy was speaking on behalf of all the EU based missions in Kathmandu.The EU also urged
the government to integrate the rebels into the political mainstream, which would be the only way to
conduct free and fair elections in the country.The Commission called for an immediate ceasefire by
both sides to create an atmosphere conducive to dialogue. May an immediate cease-fire, together
with a renewed sense of humanity, in respect of international laws, silence the arms and make the
voice of reason be heard.
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Civil society can assist governments to advance policies that ensure the safety of people so civil
society must now move forward on a clear path towards lasting peace and reconstruction based on
democracy, the rule of law and respect for human rights. Civil society groups should be active and
make preparations for public mobilization for peace. the Government and Maoists leaders want
peace, then resolving the issues of the relationships between the people and the communities with
equality, tolerance, and friendship is necessary.This is the right time for the initiation of peace talks.
The negotiation will be greatly helped by a clear, rational conception of what can be changed and
what cannot be changed because the negotiation is about peace for all the peoples of Nepal. The
peace talks should move ahead in a democratic and transparent atmosphere so let's hope that the
peace talks will begin soon and all the major political parties and the civil society will be included in
the process. Multiparty democracy, individual freedom, human rights are such issues which should be
the focal points while initiating the peace process. Now we have question How conflict discourages
long term investment and curtails opportunities for growth?. How conflict breeds disunity and mistrust
which deepen the crisis and make its resolution progressively more difficult?. How conflicts are an
overall negative and kills the entrepreneurial spirit in people? How to adopt confidence-building
measures so as to create a conducive environment for the negotiation of a general framework for the
resolution of the crisis in Nepal?.
While the Maoist leadership has been repeatedly stating its readiness to hold peace talks provided
they take place under United Nations' mediation. However, Nepali observers, including the facilitators
during the previous dialogues between the government and the Maoists, have split views about
international mediation.
Even Human Rights activist Padma Ratna Tuladhar, said ""Maoists are sincere to resume
negotiation. If the Prime Minister is equally sincere, negotiation is possible. In the previous rounds of
talks, the Maoists were ready to endure monarchy but the government either did not understand it or
did not want to make it happen. It could have been a historic achievement had it seized the moment
and thus brought the Maoists to a conclusion on that point," he said.
Tuladhar also urged the government to take a firm line, clearly indicating the status of Janajatis,
Madheshis, Dalits, women and the disabled before going in for another round of talks. Human Rights
activists and members of the civil society urged both the government and the Maoist rebels to resume
peace negotiations so as to prevent the nation from further decline. The industrialists also said they
were ready to extend their cooperation for such a dialogue, if needed. The national and international
environment is pushing both forces to the negotiating table. Civic groups accuse the leaders of both
the government and rebels of profiting from the misery of ordinary Nepalese. Deuba government
should think how to undertake concrete actions that would restore normality within Nepal and ensure
the safety and security of its peoples through a peaceful settlement of the crisis.
The government and the insurgents must listen to the voices of the majority of the population and
hence initiate overtures that bring peace in the country. We cannot forget how Industrialists and
businessmen have raised serious concerns over the Maoist insurgency, which according to them, has
crippled the national economy.They also pointed out the need for a fruitful dialogue with the rebels to
resolve the crisis. Both the export and import have diminished resulting in an adverse impact in the
national revenue collection.
Negotiating with Maoists for peace is a more reasonable way of reducing further killing than
demonizing them. The peace process should be divided into three phases: a) Pre-negotiation agreement to talk about talks; b) Framework & substantive agreement-a module devoted to
hammering out a working document to pave the way to a lasting peace; and c) Final stage implementation of the agreement.
A peace agreement in Nepal will make great demands on the international community in terms of
assistance with reconstruction, demobilisation, mine clearance and the establishment of civil
institutions.
(Author can be reached at ksarup@yahoo.com. -Ed)
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Economy: "Demand and supply of development!"
By Surendra R. Devkota
In a very broad sense of economics, we live in two different worlds: developed and poor. Developed
implies a high per capita income and subsequently a high living standard, whereas poor is just vice
versa: low income and low living standard. This notion of division of the globe is incomplete because it
considers only one factor - economy, and relegates other variables of human kind that are society and
nature / ecology.
The word 'development' itself has a multidimensional potential, because of its diverse stakeholders.
Whoever uses this word, tries to define or to perceive accordingly. For example, social scientists
make use to indicate social and economic development of a definite area and people, biologists use
to refer to a development of the cell, and business professionals again interpret it differently.
Here, development is discussed from socioeconomic perspectives, which implicitly extends to human
welfare vis-à-vis socioeconomic structure, lifestyles, institutions, and attitudes. Sometimes,
development is muddled with growth, which has a very different message. Literally, growth implies a
physical or quantitative increment, whereas development means to expand to a better or greater: a
qualitative improvement. Further, economic growth refers to the growth of an economy's total output
of goods and services, but economic development suggests economic growth plus structural change
of an economy. Structure of an economy means production, consumption, employment, distribution,
as well as environmental endowments. Hence, even a country is economically poor it does not
necessarily poor in other capital like social and ecological capitals. Nepal justifies this example.
In order to transform economic growth in socioeconomic development, many politico-economic
philosophies are forwarded. The modernization theory is one of them, which according to John Peet
is, "Modernization meant specialization of economic activities and occupational roles, and the growth
of markets; in terms of socio-spatial organization, modernization meant urbanization, mobility,
flexibility, and the speed of education; in terms of the political sphere, modernization meant the spread
of democracy and the weakening of the traditional elite; in terms of cultural sphere, modernization
meant growing different between the various cultural and values system, secularization, and the
emergence of new intelligentsias". Nepal like other developed and poor nations also followed this
complex philosophy since 1950s.
Nearly after 50 years of experimentation of different pieces of modernization theories, Nepal is
gearing up to the bottom of the hill. Our economy is dependent up on the donors' kindness; our
people are getting poorer day by day; our cities are inhabitable; social capital is eroding; ecology is
deteriorating; and only a handful percentage of people are enjoying. Magnitude of demand for a
genuine development is increasing though sprout of economic growth incurred in past. Demands for a
good education system, health post, agricultural input, electricity etc. are nothing new since 1950s.
Further, there is not much different in between the demands of the Maoist (40 point demand), and
political parties (18 point agenda) in terms of socioeconomic development issues.
Who supplies the development? The illusion is that donors and bilateral agencies are the suppliers of
development. That is simply untrue. Donors, of course, supply money (economic capital), and
knowledge (human capital) to the extent. No one can export and import development. It has to be put
together in the system. The gravity lies on the process. In past 50 years, Singha Durbar and Raj
Durbar were the main suppliers of development based on the modernization philosophy, and as of
now, we all can see the picture of modern Nepal - atrocities, fear, tear, uproar, trick, scarceness and
so on. These Durbars can't import 'developed people' and substitute local ones, though they do export
'poor people'. Mass exodus of Nepali youth is a sheer example of negligence human capital by these
Durbars. In past 50 years, lots of donors poured tons of dollars in Nepali soil, but we are still on the
bottom of the global ranking. Hence today's primary requirement is to fix the supply side of
development.
While discussing the means and end of development, Prof. Amartya Sen, a Noble Laureate in
Economics, says "Development requires removal of major sources of un-freedom: poverty as well as
tyranny, poor economic opportunities as well as systematic social deprivation. Human freedom is both
the primary object and the primary means of development". If we further define this freedom as
"rights", we could be able to find the supply-side of development. Right to people is the mantra of
supply-side. Here 'right' includes not only simply voting rights; it comprises all: economic, social and
ecological rights to people. For example, we don't need to look others for the model; simply examine
the indigenous model of community forestry, and irrigation management system by local people,
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where we find socio-ecological and economic activities. Our development model should be based on
such indigenous system. The so-called drivers of development, albeit Durbars should grant "rights" to
local bodies so that development will be built in the system.
I assume late B P Koirala had expressed his development vision of Nepal; forget his followers who
are just exploiters of his name. Let's be honest to the people. If we are really interested in to uplift
socioeconomic plight of fellow denizen, then we need to overhaul our socioeconomic development
philosophy vis-à-vis economic structure. Let's believe in people's real power: strengthen the village
and district bodies by establishing and enhancing socio-economic structure as well as by empowering
them socially, economically, and ecologically. Accordingly, to move ahead a general demand would
be a new constitution that grants such rights to people exclusively. The demand for new constitution is
not for either power sharing or balancing between the Singha Durbar and the Raj Durbar. It is futile
and deceptive to people to be rhetoric of 1990 constitution which is defunct, if not, raped by different
stakeholders at different time periods. Sincerely facilitated by the government, it is people who drive
demand and supply of development not the Durbars and donors.

Media Watch: "The legacy of tail wagging puppies in media"
By Vidhu Prakash Kayastha
Recently, a thought provoking article, The Panchayat Media, written by Pratyoush Onta was published
in Nation, English weekly, one of number of weeklies that arrived at the news stands after the Royal
takeover of October 4, 2002. The article, by all means, is useful to the students of the schools of
journalism. It also makes an interesting reading to the practicing media persons and the researchers
of a bygone era.
The article states: After the imposition of Panchayat, media owned by the government were turned
into the service of the regime. If today they are busy eulogizing the post-4 October 2002 'constructive
dispensation' of our current leadership, then we need not be surprised.
Special mention has been to The Nepalese Perspective, an English weekly initiated by the
government to make a special propaganda in favor of the Panchayat system and its rulers in the
west. The founding editors of the weekly were none other than Dr Mohammad Mohsin, the incumbent
minister for Information and Communication (MoIC) and Pashupati Shumsher Rana, the chairman of
Rastriya Prajatantra Party (RPP).
Writer Onta, has not care to mention that the legacy of laptop puppy in media of the state-owned
media continues even after the restoration of the parliamentary democracy in Nepal. The ruling
parties have stepped ahead of the erstwhile system by ignoring rules and traditions in order to appoint
party cadres in different layers of the government media. Party cadres were filled in posts ranging
from top executives like chairmen, general managers and chief editors to the district level stringers by
the NC government headed by G P Koirala. After the fall of the NC government, the successor
minority government of the CPN-UML did not waste time to revoke all the appointment made by the
predecessor government. Needless to mention that Pradip Nepal, the then information and
communication minister, did not hesitate to replace 'the incompetent NC cadres by appointing the
competent CPN-UML cadres' in the state-owned media. The ruling parties openly misused the stateowned media as per their convenience. In a way, they used state-owned media as recruitment center
to feed the party cadres.
Tug of wars for MoIC were clearly visible among the partners of the coalition government during the
hung parliament (2051 BS -2056 BS). The expansion of the present cabinet was delayed because of
the heavy bargaining on distribution of portfolios of important ministries including (MoIC). NC-D and
CPN-UML, the major coalition partners, by all means, wanted to keep MoIC under their grip.
Ultimately adamant parties gave in to pave a way for a settlement. As a result Dr Mohasin who is one
of the two nominees of the king in the present cabinet bagged the ministry. Dr Mohsin's appointment
was a great disappointment to the journalists cum cadres of both the parties.
Dr. Onta states in the beginning of the article: "When King Gyanendra's minister Kamal Thapa was
admonishing our media not too long ago for being "too sympathetic towards the Maoists and too
critical of the government," I was reading about how the Panchayat government had dealt with the
media in the early 1960s.
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Thapa's tenure as minister for home as well as information and communication in the predecessor
government was criticized by one and all when media persons were mercilessly beaten in the streets
under his instruction. However, Onta, as a media researcher, should not have ignored the misdeeds
of the so-called democrats whose vested interest has ruined the values and norms of the fourth estate
as well as that of democratic system in the country. Onta should not have forgotten that Koirala,
during his fourth tenure as PM, attacked the fourth estate by arresting the owners and editor of
Kantipur under the Act of State Offence for publishing an article written by Dr Babu Ram Bhattarai.
Did Koirala not follow the Panchayat legacy of torturing the media persons misusing the state
machinery?
Now, it is immaterial whether Dr Mohsin follows the erstwhile Panchayat legacy or post-Panchayat
legacy, the morale of the state-owned media will not be boosted beyond that of a tail wagging puppy.
Ironically, a bigger section of private media is also dancing in the same tune in front of their visible
and invisible masters who do not have any regard for the interest of the country. Media, which should
have been the mirror of the society, has remained as magic mirror even after the restoration of the
democracy.

Law: "Under the Sun-The Nepalese Apex Court"
By Bashu Dev Phulara
In today's Nepalese calendar, either the handsome-guys corrupt or the judges. This aphorism is real.
If you had an eagle eye, you surely would have noticed what stands out in the moral fiber of the two
Supreme Court judges, Verma and Kumar, when they turned into be the recent ostracized "their lords"
after their judgment in one famous case of a "heroin smuggling" here in Nepal. There are reports that
they are simply the worst judges of the Apex Court. No wonder, the controversial verdict of the two
judges to acquit the alleged British drug peddler William Robinson has made leading news in the
media. It also came in for attention by the lawyers.
Simply put, it has been more than eighty days since the judges -Krishna Kumar Verma and Baliram
Kumar- who were reportedly said to have fallen in love with GWR- abstractedly acquitted him from the
huge penalties as such imposed by the Special Court. The judges are now in a tragic honeymoon
period. In this solemn moment, one cannot put up with but wonder whether Nepal has been a
dreamland for many criminals around the world. All the same, the new hopes have emerged with the
latest revision order of the Apex Court.
SC JUDGMENT CONTROVERSY
Robinson, an international drug-lord was arrested from Tribhuvan International Airport (TIA) on 17
August 2001 while he was trying to take off for Indonesia via Singapore. The police had arrested him
with 2 kg and 300 grams of heroin from his shoes and suitcase. The Special Court had sentenced him
to 17 years jail and imposed a fine of Rs 1 million on him 18 months ago. However, Apex Court
justices Barma and Kumar reversed the decision on April 23, 2004 saying that there was no evidence
to convict Robinson.
Since then, the controversy surrounding the judgment is deepening. Moreover, the verdict releasing
him had produced a new upheaval among the judicial and legal groups. Many pundits from all
quarters condemned the judgment, and this raised a storm, forcing the judges to go on a long leave.
More than that many protagonists have been steadily questioning the attitude and leadership of the
judges of Supreme Court after this case.
So far, it has been mostly by legal eagles. It is very promising to know that many governmental
agencies are also in there. Robinson has been undetectable since his release, although his passport
is still believed to be with the Supreme Court. The official immigration records confirm that he has not
left the country by air. Whether he has slipped out by other means is totally unknown. Many lawyers,
experts and even some of the former judges of the SC address that the acquittal of Robinson was full
of errors. The major excerpts as well as a critical appraisal on the judgment, which was also analyzed
brilliantly in the different issues of the Katmandu Post and The Himalayan daily, among others, would
be synthesized in the following paragraphs that follow:
* In the judgment, the justices Verma and Kumar speckled that the National Forensic Science
Laboratory (NFSL) of Royal Nepal Academy of Science and Technology (RONAST) has not firmly
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whispered that the narcotic confiscated from Robinson was pure heroin. The report presented before
the court by the lab, however, has clearly pointed out that the tested material from the three samples
given to the lab contained narcotic drug. As far as the question of purity of the detained narcotic, as
raised by the judges, is concerned, the experts from the lab were of the view that, practically no
sample could have one hundred percent pure heroin.
* The duo justices further expressed their views that it was illegal to interrogate Robinson and prepare
charge sheet in the absence of an interpreter. They have also expressed suspicions that the police
could have forced him for doing so. Citing an Article 14 (3) of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR), they have argued that an interpreter was compulsory during the investigation
proceedings.
* However, it is clear that the covenant has a binding provision of interpreter only in the courts, not
during investigation. The article of International covenant reads thus:" In the determination of any
criminal charge against him/her everyone shall be entitled to the free assistance of an interpreter if
s/he can't understand or speak the language used in the court." In this context, many experts point out
that if the police had forced Robinson, he had option to report the issue to the representatives of the
British Embassy who were in regular touch with him while his confessional statement was being
prepared.
* The judges have even suspected the police allegation that the bag containing the narcotic drugs that
was recovered from the apron of the airplane belonged to Robinson. However, the police have
already handed over the evidence that the tags Robinson was carrying. The police investigation,
moreover, confirmed that Robinson had hidden some narcotics in his shoes. Commenting on the
verdict, many police officers associated with this event have been arguing that the judges might doubt
the owner of the bag but what about one of the Robinson's shoes from which some amount of drug
was recovered?
* The judgment has also queried that the narcotic samples tested in the lab were from the same three
samplings weighing 3 gram that the special court had sent to the NFSL. The judges queried it founded
on the variation of the weights of the three samples. According to the lab report, the three samples
considered 2.31, 2.45, and 2.60 grams. Nevertheless, there are the reports that "the variation or
difference in weights in this case was very natural since the lab uses an extra sensitive digital
weighing machine, which is different than the ordinary one used in the court. The weights differ, even
if minutely, in every weighing machine even in the digital balance".
* Above all, the peddler-GWR finally was released by the justices saying that since there was no
explicit evidence that Robinson was guilty of the drug smuggling, he deserved to be released". The
many legal eagles for this part even I advocate, "The cases involving the narcotic smuggling are
comparatively different than other criminal cases. In a common criminal case, the burden of proof lies
on the state, but in narcotic smuggling case, the burden of proof as per the section (12) twelve of
Narcotic Drug Act 2033 BS, clearly lies on the accused. That is in this case, Robinson must have
been able to prove that he was not guilty. He, however, has not been able to make a defense that he
was not involved in trafficking of the detained narcotic. That is what- the reality of the drug scandal is all about.
THE PETITION OF AG'S OFFICE
At a time when the release of Robinson has been dragged into controversy, the Office of the AttorneyGeneral on June 21 filed a petition at the Supreme Court, calling on the latter to review the judgment.
The Attorney's Office with its petition claimed that the Supreme Court judgment, issued on April 23
was against the facts and various precedents laid-down by the court. Referring as many as twenty
precedents, the Attorney's Office blamed the both judges of releasing Robinson without examining the
evidence presented by the prosecutors.
In the petition, the Attorney's Office also blamed Barma and Kumar of not examining the condition of
burden of proof and documents prepared while arresting Robinson properly. It also urged that experts'
opinions were abandoned and the statements given by witnesses were not considered suitably.
According to the AG's office, the justices did not follow the precedents set by the apex court on the
cases like the "Joseph Aaklo vs HMG in 1997, Ravi Gurung vs HMG in 1994, Dik Bahadur Karki vs
HMG in 1999, Hem Raj PK vs HMG in 1992, Dipak Arora vs HMG in 1992, Bharat Rai vs HMG in
1991, Rajesh Bajracharya vs HMG in 1999, Bimal Kumar Jha vs HMG in 2003 and Chandra Bahadur
Nepali vs HMG in 1994".
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The AG's Office claimed that there is no need to appoint any interpreter while taking the statement of
any accused. "Since there is no legal obligation to appoint the interpreter, the justices have no right to
acquit any of the accused on this ground," the plea states. AG's office also claimed that Robinson's
statement was taken in English and translated into Nepali.
PENAL REPORT OF NBA
Meanwhile, the full committee of Nepal Bar Association, which was formed to study the controversial
verdict, has made public its panel report, and delivered copies of it to the Parliament Secretariat,
Supreme Court, Judicial Council and many libraries. Above and beyond, the NBA report has criticized
the judgment stating that the SC's verdict on the discharge of Robinson was against the current
criminal legal system and there were evidential blunders in it.
The report also affirms that "the judgment acknowledged liberal line while discharging Robinson and
the verdict could not be supported since it is against current criminal legal system and various legal
precedents developed by the Supreme Court during the last 10 years". In addition, the committee has
suggested S.C. to follow the existing criminal laws and modern judicial norms established by the Apex
Court precedents. Like a similar fashion, it recommends Supreme Court to strengthen the
investigation system in criminal cases and the like.
REVISION ORDER OF THE APEX COURT
Regarding the controversy surrounding the Robinson's acquittal, the Supreme Court on June 24
formed a three-member full bench comprising the judges Dilip Kumar Paudel, Keder Prasad Giri and
Chandra Prasad Parajuli in order to review the case formally. The SC took the step responding to a
plea filed by the Office of Attorney General. As the issue became very sympathetic, the SC has
formed the Bench in order to resolve the problem legally.
The Supreme Court in its three pages long order makes it clear that the judges have eroded in
releasing the drug-lord Robinson and the verdict provided by them was against the set principles of
the Apex court on narcotic drug cases. This is the first time ever in judicial history of Nepal that the
Supreme Court handed over the review-case to different adjudicators other than those who were
involved in its prime judgment.
LEGAL PROVISIONS REGARDING THE REVISION ORDER
Generally, the judges who decide the case are assigned for a review. However, it is not mandatory.
As per the Clause 6(1) of the Supreme Court Regulation 1992, the same judges who have decided a
case are included, if possible, in the bench for the review. The authorities of the Apex court claim that
the Judges, who discharged Robinson, are on leave for a long period. As a result, the Supreme Court
has formed the full bench without them. It is said that the Chief Justice has the right to form such a
bench excluding judges involved in a prior judgment, if there is no possibility to comprise them.
Immediately after the bench was formed, it ordered the Supreme Court administration to produce
copies of Robinson's original case, Judgment rendered by the Special Court, and the verdict rendered
by judges Barma and Kumar, before the Bench. The full bench has right to uphold or reverse the
preceding judgment of that case. With these above-mentioned developments, one could not wonder
but admire the recent revision declaration of the Apex Court. It further indicates that Supreme Court is
so much sensitive to the affairs at hand.
JUDICIAL COUNCIL'S REPORT
At a time when the review order has been given in the Robinson case, the three-member committee
of the Judicial Council formed to study the controversial Robinson Acquittal verdict has, on July 5
submitted its report before Chief Justice and pointed out "incompetence" of Justices Krishna Kumar
Verma and the Baliram Kumar while acquitting him from the charges. According to the Supreme Court
source, the committee's report submitted to Chief Justice Govinda Bahadur Shrestha has pointed out
the "incompetence" of justices Verma and Kumar as follows: This is synopsis of the report, which is
also came out to the public in the Kathmandu post daily ,dated 6th July, 2004.
* The justices had doubted that the material confiscated from Robinson was "pure heroin". In the
verdict, they had also argued that no sample of material was available for test to clear the doubt.
However, the committee has found nine grams of heroin attached with the file of the case. Their
conclusion is that the material from Robinson was heroin.
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* Justices Verma and Kumar had questioned the legality of the report prepared by the Narcotic Drugs
Control Law Enforcement Unit on August 17, 2001, when Robinson was arrested. They had
questioned the report arguing it was prepared in the absence of an interpreter as required by
international human rights covenants. The committee, however, concluded that interpreter was not
compulsory since such a report has to be prepared instantly on the spot. The process of preparing
report had met legal standard and its legality is unquestionable.
*Robinson had denied the charges before the court and the justices had interpreted Robinson's denial
as one of the strongest grounds for acquittal. Nevertheless, the committee has concluded that the
justices should have ordered Robinson to furnish evidence to prove him innocent because the
narcotic drug act requires an accused to produce evidence to prove his innocence. The burden of
proof falls on Robinson in this case, a fact that the justices had forgotten while giving the verdict.
* On the basis of Robinson's passport, the committee has found that he frequently visited Nepal since
1977. The committee led by Justice Min Bahadur Rayamajhi comprised of Justices Khil Raj Regmi
and Anup Raj Sharma. It was constituted on June 10. The Supreme Court authorities claim that the
chief justice would study the report and reach a conclusion.
TAKE AN ACTION AGAINST THE "IRRESPONSIBLE" JUSTICES
Though a new revision order of SC itself sets a precedent, where by any earlier decision of the court
could be reviewed by other judges, however, some legal experts point out that it was not enough.
Every reasonable man knows that the verdict was out of order, but the focal point is to take an action
against the irresponsible judges since they have committed the mistake while rendering the judgment.
Whatever may be the reasons in rendering the faulty verdict, the dim-witted judges should not be
spared.
The report of Nepal Bar Association along with the Judicial Council makes it crystal -clear that legal
action should be taken against the justices. But how? This is very important question. The committees
recommend to the chief Justice "either demanding the resignation of the concerned judges or their
relegation to having no work at all".
Even a member of Judicial Council- Minister of Law, justice and Parliamentary Affairs-Tek Bahadur
Chokhyal reveals that the judges must go from their post. He was of the view that it was an
unwelcome idea for the judges to hold office while unsavory stories circulate in the market about
them. Since the committees of Bar and the Supreme Court found them guilty, they should resign.
Therefore, resigning is the best way out. This is all the action can be initiated against them since there
is no "House of Representatives"(HR) to impeach them.
Besides, no judges can expect to "make merry" in the absence of parliament. The constitution
designates that a SC judge can only be removed by impeachment by a two -thirds majority of the
House of Representatives. Some lawyers, therefore, still argue that the judicial council has no
authority to take action against a SC judge. It can only do so against Appellate Court and District court
Judges. The process, therefore, is likely to be an interesting one for future legal proceedings.
WHY THE JUDICIARY IS SLIDING DOWN?
Despite the positive contributions of the Supreme Court in many occasions, over the recent past,
some fallacious judgments along with this one, in the name of so-called Judicial Activism, have
equally been eroding the conviction, image, status, authority and the democratic ideology of an
independent judiciary. Though the judges are well aware with these annoyances, they have yet to
ensure that no mall-function is made to the judiciary and the society as well.
There are several logics behind this argument. Take for instance, had Verma and Kumar decided or
settled this case properly, it would have been indisputable. Therefore, it is a matter of grave concern
that why the judiciary has been loosing credibility among the public. The open issue is; why can't it be
more fair and efficient? It is indeed sad to see the nation's pioneer judicial institution is gradually
sliding down.
HOPES FOR A SOCIO-ENGINEERING JUDICIARY
The recent history suggests that getting the fair justice in Nepal is only a nightmare. The tragedy is
that the fair and equitable Justice is thousands of miles away for many poor. The rapid violence and
deteriorating situation by the day have made it difficult further to pursuit rule of law in this very
himalayan kingdom. At a result, this peaceful motherland has converted into a War-land.
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At a time where the entire nation has been falling apart, an organized effort of all judges is needed to
give continuity to the work of keeping the judiciary workable, clean and transparent. Moreover, getting
to meet corrective justice at the right time and at the right track is very much crucial. However, that is
decided by the judicial system in place. It is crystal-clear that sincere efforts from the judges are
required to render flair verdict in any case brought before the court. Otherwise, it can no longer be
expected to garner public support and faith.
The Robinsons acquittal confirms that the two judicial pundits had not only overlooked the reality of
the society but also committed a huge mistake that should not have been happen. Consequently, they
have been paying the big price to the public since then. We also fully understand that not only the
concerned judges of this case but other judges too, before rendering the judgment in any case, need
to seriously rethink about the consequences attached with it and also learn a big lesson from the
several other mistakes they have done in the recent past.
At this very crucial stage, the final hopes of citizens are only ensured with the Judiciary. If the
judiciary is being botched, raped, destabilized or trapped into any controversy, the peoples ultimate
hopes for rule of law and fair justice will no longer alive. In addition, the enigma of our country will
never ever be settled down without a vibrant socio-engineering judiciary.
Following these several reasons, factors, criticisms, analogies and the review order of the bench, the
Supreme Court needs to adjudicate the Robinson's acquittal properly. In the mean time, the justices
should to stop destroying the image of judiciary and win the heart of every Nepalese people instead.
OUTCOME
Even after revision order of the court, the controversy and future status of the case remains unsettled.
However if the controversy is settled, it will be another milestone in Nepalese legal history. By grinding
down the morality of the culprit judges, it would give some precautions to other judges too. In addition,
it will give a new memorandum to the public that is the Supreme Court's flair in overall curve. The
question in this case still remains, what will proceed to Robinson whether or not the case is properly
settled? In fact, it will only reverse the earlier verdict, replacing by new one with a landmark decision.
Robinson cannot be brought back to Nepalese jail from his country since the extradition treaty does
not allow that. After all, we will have to wait and watch what comes out the next on the Robinson's
acquittal.
(The writer is a lawyer and can be reached at-bphulara@hotmail.com . This research article is based
on the verdict of the Apex Court along with the various news, reports, interviews and analysis of the
experts that are- some of the opinions and/or case comments also- frequently supplied by the daily
and monthly newspapers like The Katmandu Post and The Rising Nepal, among others. While
preparing this article, some legal texts, acts and pertinent views of the legal experts were also taken
into consideration.)

Analysis: "Neighboring Thoughts"
By Bijaya Mani
Nepal is going through unprecedented time in its history. The continuous protest of the five (one less
now) political parties and their many demands even to amend the constitution, and “regression” as
well as of constituent assembly over the years has really become profound agenda. Present
constitution though thought to be revolutionary and best, during its inception was their own creation,
which even violates individual property rights and supports the dictum of communism. The long and
many terms ruler, ex-Prime Minister who is not only insensitive to the peoples interest but is also
infamous for corruption, misuse of power and inaptness; is still the leader of opposition. No one is
sovereign in a democratic sociaty, but party bosses of major political parties have become souvern
and are leading their parties regardless of corruptions and crimes committed by them towards the
people and the country. Who can be responsible to restore democracy and democratic rights of the
people? Is this not a mockery in itself?
A powerful fraction of left was not satisfied with the newfound leadership and started armed struggle
approximately eight years ago. However, party bosses like G.P. and M.K.N. directly blamed the
present king for creating and nurturing the insurgency. It started to throw away the democratic system
not just the monarchy as reported in Indian media, which is being copied by others as well. Maoist
belive, that Nepal cannot have a successful democracy. The parties in power conducted the elections
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in undemocratic manner, booth capturing, political murders and autocratic culture has become normal
democratic practice. Rampent curruption was the root cause of Maoist uprisig. Maoist also has
outside base and support. The same forces that supported the pro-democratic movement of 1950,
1962 and 1990 are supporting these forces to destabilize Nepal .
If we study how democracy was functioning in Nepal , we will find that there was no democratic
culture in any party who ruled the country. Left and Right both ruled jointly without any hesitation and
nakedness in corruption, power misuse and enforced mafia-type management where human life
became valueless. Many party cadres and leaders became billionaires over night in the name of
“serving people” and now they want power in the name of “regression” prior to election or even
without election.
Undoubtedly, the politics of Nepal is influenced by the politics of independent India . The infamous
pair Lalu and Rabadi Devi is also relevant in this context. Lalu had made well known but un-convicted
criminals even union ministers by his grace. Is this the moral and ethics of India ’s famous left and
socialist parties? Politicians have long practiced corruption, sheltered criminals and even encouraged
criminals by giving them party tickets have established “criminal” democratic culture? Lalu’s reign was
always protected by congress, neglecting the sufferings of the people and criminalizing politics of
Bihar . The infamous Bo-force, Fodder scam etc. is still unresolved and Tahalka like incidence has
become normal democratic culture
It is noteworthy to gaze factual Indian history of independence, which might be helpful to understand
the current situation.
British gave freedom to India not just because the Gandhiji’s wanted. They (British) were compelled to
leave India due to shortage of manpower to control the colony as they faced great loss and heavy
casualty in Second World War. That was the sole cause of giving freedom to India . Even Azad Hind
Fauz of Netai defeated British in Imphal. Gandhi and Nehru both vehemently opposed Netaji and
supported British; in another word they openly denounced the freedom.
Sir Winston Churchill had clearly emphasized “if there would have been few more Gandhis’ were born
in India , we could have ruled that country for few more centuries.” Nehru was so excited; he was
even ready to take arms against Netaji. Who dedicated his life for the freedom of India . Nehru had an
agreement with British to hand over Netaji whenever he will be arrested. That’s the reason why British
handed power to Nehru instead of Shardar Ballave Bhai Patel when they left India .
The only place in our ‘planet earth’ where slaves managed to enslave was India and established a
slave dynasty that ruled the country for decades. It shows how India is unconcerned who ever the
ruler may be. That’s why Gandhiji’s “ahinsa” was overly glorified and praised but it failed in Kashmiri
context. They fought many bloody wars, why? Even in twenty first century when India became a
Nuclear power (why &what for?) and had practiced democracy for more than half a century. Sonia a
foreign born lady has become a central power, without any constitutional definition. Is this, not the
uniqueness of Indian democracy? The most powerful person of the biggest democracy of the world
is a pawn and responsible to only one person. Can this be glorified as a glittering example of
democracy or a curse?
The politics and corruption between the two countries cannot be compared in equal terms, however
there are similarities. Without violence and murder there is no history of any elections conducted in
Nepal or in India . How can an election be free and fair when there is always murder and violence?
The fate of Nepal , the only Hindu kingdom is very gloomy due to prolong Indian interference. Nepal is
never allowed to choose its own path. The first intervention and naked aggression was from India .
When handful of NC men who supported the theory of greater India , became the tools for aggression
and launched armed conflict in the name of NC in 1950. Since then Nepal drifted below the poverty
line from 27th position to 1st position. NC leaders always planed armed attacks from 1962
continuously for more than two decades from India . India wanted to make its first victim Nepal not
Sikkim, due to diplomatic skill of late king Mahendra Nepal was saved, after him ‘South Block’
succeeded in its effort to have control on Nepal like Bhutan, through its henchmen.
The leadership emerged after 1990 revolution was not able to fulfill all the wishes of their masters
even after they were elected many times and were in majority. That’s why our mighty neighbor started
supporting this new force. Time, practice and experience proved it to be correct. Otherwise, why India
supports Kingship in Bhutan and opposes in Nepal, when millions of people are thrown out of their
own country as refugees in India and India pushed them inside Nepal and fully supports Bhutanese
King for his inhuman and ghastly acts for more than a decade.
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For the present precarious condition of Nepal there are many responsible parties who cannot be
excused or exempted from blame. India should think with a cool head not to disturb its neighbor
politically or economically otherwise the volatile condition of the tiny kingdom would bring disaster for
the region.
(Author can be reached at bijaya_mani [at] hotmail [dot] com - Ed.)

Analysis: "Tentative Political Coherence and Insurgent Consolidation"
By P.G. Rajamohan
There is qualified good news from Nepal, with the major democratic parties breaking through the
political logjam that has persisted for nearly 20 months. Prime Minister Sher Bahadur Deuba's new
Government has successfully convinced its allies, the Communist Party of Nepal - United Marxist
Leninist (CPN-UML), the Rashtriya Prajatantra Party (RPP) and the Nepal Sadbhawana Party (NSP)
to participate in his Cabinet. On June 30, the Government finally announced its 43-point Common
Minimum Programme (CMP), which constitutes the basis for the allies' cohabitation.
The four constituent parties, including Deuba's Nepali Congress - Democratic (NC-D), were part of the
'anti-regression' movement directed against King Gyanendra's 'activism' and, in joining the newly
formed 'all-party' Government, have declared that the 'regression' had ended. However, Prime
Minister Deuba's chief political rival, Girija Prasad Koirala's Nepali Congress (NC), which decided to
remain outside the Government, criticized the present arrangement as a 'continuation of regression'.
With Deuba's return to power, the country has, in one sense, come full circle. Deuba's elected
Government had been dismissed by King Gyanendra in October 2002 on charges of 'incompetence'
for its failure to resolve the crisis caused by the Maoist insurgency, and to hold fresh elections. It was
succeeded by the Lokendra Bahadur Chand and the Surya Bahadur Thapa regimes nominated by the
King under the disputed Article 127 of the 1990 Nepal Constitution, but the crisis has, if anything,
escalated, and the very possibility of holding elections in the country today is minimal. The restoration
of a Government under Deuba, though this action is also under the authority of the controversial
Article 127, is significant not only in the sense that it appears to right a past wrong, but also in the fact
of the present Government's coalition character and the presence of two major parties of the
dissolved Parliament of 200 - the CPN-UML and the NC-D.
As with past regimes, the 'All-Party' Government has emphasized the seriousness of the Maoist
insurgency and the need to resolve it. The CMP, consequently, states that, "peace talks will be
prioritized with maximum flexibility for a dignified political solution that is acceptable to all in national
politics on the basis of national consensus for restoration of sustainable peace in the country."
Immediately after his appointment, Prime Minister Deuba made a public statement inviting the Maoists
to come forward for holding 'honest talks', adding that his twin objectives were to restore peace
through dialogue with 'maximum flexibility' and to hold election.
Significantly, when Deuba came to power for the first time in 2001, he brought the Maoists to the
negotiating table with enormous expectations for a peaceful resolution of the insurgency. However,
the talks broke down in November 2001 after the Maoists stuck to their demand for elections to a
Constituent Assembly, which the Government rejected. The Government has now pronounced its
willingness to form the Constituent Assembly on the basis of 'national consensus'. A second round of
peace talks in 2003 began with high hopes but ended in escalated violence. Deuba has confidently
claimed that he can get the Maoists back to the negotiating table.
The inclusion in the Government of the CPN-UML, which has elements of ideological compatibility
with the Maoists, is also a positive development. The Secretary of the CPN-UML, Madhav Kumar
Nepal, has reiterated that elections are not possible without solving the Maoist problem and has
stressed a solution through peaceful means. Madhav Kumar Nepal held a clandestine meeting at
Lucknow in the Indian state of Uttar Pradesh on November 20, 2003, with the Maoists' 'supreme
leader', Pushpa Kamal Dahal alias Prachanda, immediately after the collapse of the second round of
peace talks. The CPN-UML has said that it is prepared to meet the Maoists demands for holding a
roundtable conference, for the formation of an interim government and for the election of a
Constituent Assembly to draft a new Constitution. The spokesperson of CPN-UML and its Central
Committee member, Pradip Nepal, has asked for the declaration of a unilateral ceasefire to create a
conducive climate for peace talks.
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While the formation of the Deuba Government is a major and positive development in the country's
unruly democratic politics, it is not clear that it will immediately advance the movement to resolve the
crisis of the Maoist insurgency. The Maoists' first reactions to the Deuba Government have, at best,
been mixed. Baburam Bhattarai, the 'second-in-command' in the Maoist hierarchy, had stated, "The
main thing is that the dialogue should not be held just for the sake of holding it - it should be aimed at
progressive restructuring of state power. We are not willing to hold dialogue just for the sake of it.
However, if there is a credible effort for negotiation for achieving progressive restructuring of state
power, we are always ready." Prachanda, who initially dismissed Deuba's appointment as a
continuation of the 'imperialist regime', later demanded United Nations mediation in the peace
process. Deuba has not ruled out this alternative, asserting that, "All options that can lead to a
concrete solution are welcome".
The Maoists' sincerity in engaging in a 'peace process' must, however, remain deeply suspect. Not
only have they already abandoned negotiation on two occasions, launching ferocious attacks on the
security forces, Government installations and the civilian population, but the exploitation of
negotiations as a tactic for consolidation is both an integral part of their ideological perspective, and a
demonstrable element in their past practice. Given the success of this strategy, and the current and
expanding sweep of their influence, there can be little reason to believe that the Maoists would bring
anything less than maximalist demands to the negotiating table
The trajectory of the Maoist rampage since the beginning of the movement in 1996 is interesting. In
the first five years, they were able to establish their strongholds in three districts of the Midwestern
Region, Rolpa, Rukum and Jajarkot, at which stage the Maoists declared a cease fire in July 2001
and entered into negotiations with the Government. This 'peace process' ended with the attack on the
military camp at Dang, and a phase of widening and escalated violence, with the Army engaging
against the Maoists for the first time. When the Maoists returned to the negotiating table in January
2003, the entirety of the Far Western, Midwestern and Western Region had virtually passed out of
Government control, and at least 68 of the country's 75 districts were severely affected by the
insurgency. After talks 'broke down' on August 27, 2003, the insurgency entered its bloodiest phase,
with the Government presence progressively reduced to the urban centers and district headquarters
virtually across the country, and no single district - including the capital, Kathmandu - entirely outside
the ambit of Maoist violence.
Over the past ten months of violence, the Maoists have engaged in a systematic and strategically
coherent campaign to break down the country's administrative structure. Mayors, Village
Development Committee (VDC) Chairmen and members, and Government employees have been
targeted for intimidation and selective elimination. The insurgents have killed the Mayors of Birgunj,
Butwal and Pokhra, and have forced the nominated members of a majority of VDCs and ward offices
to resign from their posts. Reports indicate that the insurgents have destroyed more than 40 per cent
of the total administrative infrastructure, especially in the rural areas. Virtually all rural police stations
have been abandoned, and a majority of these have been torched by the Maoists.
In the absence of the Governmental apparatus, the Maoists have established their own 'People's
Governments' and 'People's Courts' at the village, district and regional level. Reports indicate that at
least 21 district level 'people's governments' and nine 'autonomous regional people's governments'
have been established.
The Maoists are now levying 'taxes' based on personal income in the regions of their domination. So
far, only teachers had been subjected to this rule, paying a month's salary in every four months, but
now all salaried individuals will have to pay an annual 'tax' amounting to 13 days of their salary.
Farmers are also required to pay tax according to the size of their landholdings. The insurgents have
also ordered non-governmental organizations (NGOs), international non-governmental organizations
(INGOs) and community-based organisations to pay tax to the respective 'district people's
government', and to secure written permission to operate their projects in such areas.
Clearly, the Maoists are gradually transforming their insurgency into a self-reliant political movement
with the establishment of enduring structures of administration. Militarily, the Maoists have graduated
from crude home made weapons and arms snatched from the police and security forces, to a far more
sophisticated arsenal, including a limited supply of AK-series rifles, and have acquired significant skill
in the manufacture and use of a range of explosive devices and other small arms to sustain the war.
The Maoists have also secured access to a high-tech communications network that comprehends
wireless systems, cell phones and the Internet, to coordinate their activities in and around the country.
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Since the collapse of the cease-fire on August 27, 2003, the escalated violence has killed an
estimated 3,217 people including, 394 civilians, 529 security force personnel and 2,294 Maoists.
While the disproportionate fatalities inflicted on the 'Maoists' may suggest increasing pressure on the
insurgents, this is far from the case, and most of these fatalities have been peripheral cadres and
sympathizers, with little of the core of the armed strength affected. The total fatalities in the eight-yearlong insurgency have now exceeded 10,000, with the injured and mutilated numbering more than
50,000. There have been an estimated 250 bomb blast incidents across the country since August 27,
2003, with many of these located in markets and on public transport. At the same time, the insurgents
have combined a programme of mass intimidation with indoctrination camps, where abducted civilians
are forced to attend undergo training and 'corrective learning', and these have particularly targeted
students, teachers and poor labourers from the Western, the mid-Western and the Eastern regions as
a part of their 'People's War' strategy. Since September 2003 and till June 2004, more than 16,000
civilians, mainly teachers and students, have been abducted and put through such camps in various
parts of the country. Further, the Maoists students organization, the All Nepal National Independent
Students Union - Revolutionary (ANNISU-R) has organized a series of strikes in educational
institutions and is also involved in the process of creating a combat force on its own, with a targeted
membership of over 4,00,000.
Clearly, the Maoists cannot be expected to easily give away at the negotiating table what they have
won in the war. There is, moreover, persistent confusion among the constitutional forces, including the
King and the political parties, on how to deal with the insurgency, and the rhetoric of a 'negotiated
solution' continues to militate against the realities of the sustained Maoist expansion. While the
installation of an 'All Party' coalition at Kathmandu is, consequently, good news at the political level,
there is clearly a very long struggle ahead before a working democracy can be restored in the
insurgency wracked country. It is only after the country's constitutional leadership manages to raise
itself out of its petty rivalries and personal animosities, and recovers the will and determination to
confront the more intractable tasks of governance, that the possibility of the restoration of a
democratic order can be conceptualized.
(Author is Research Associate for Institute for Conflict Management. This article was also published in
South Asia Iintellengence Review. - Ed.)

Healing: "The more you give, the more you get"
By Hirokazu Kobayashi
When I was 16 years old I had asthma and was very sick. I was worried about my life. I couldn't go
to high school a lot. One day while I was laying in bed a ball of light suddenly appeared in front of
me. This ball of light came from my closet and went into my body. This light ball could speak
Japanese. It told me stories about my abilities in healing. It spoke to me for about 40 minutes. Then
the light ball came out of my body and went back into the closet. I don't know what it is but the next
day I got my healing power.
My body changed a lot. I could feel energy since then. I have been working in Japan and other
countries as a healer. The light ball has been my energy source. Thai people call it Dewada, Angel
or fairy, a higher being. But this is the source of my healing. Actually, this is not my power. Some
people have recovered from serious illness, but there are many people whom I couldn't help. I can
ask the light balls about the problems people have and they will send energy to me to heal illnesses. I
don't know what these light balls are. They give me, and us, a lot of good things. So if you ask the
Universe for help it is going to help you. I don't guarantee how much it will work, but I know the light
balls want to help humans. They (the light balls) are interested in helping in human life.
What I feel about Nepal & Nepali:
+ I am very much interested in Nepali culture and life of the people.
+ Try to heal more people to spread good vibration to whole Nepal. And from Nepal to whole world.
+ Nepal is holistic country (I feel that).
+ I believe that "God" take me to here to make good relation with Nepali people and I love Nepal.
+ I respect Nepali religion & all Nepali people.
+ Through my session, if many people accept power, there will be many healers who can heal
themselves and others.
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+ I can transfer healing ability to many people then if this good vibration spread all over the Nepal; I
think many good things will happen. So, I am very happy to meet many people in Nepal.
+ This power comes from another world. Light balls want to help a lot of people. So I want to try to
make many channelors for receiving power from them.
+ I am very happy to work together with Nepali people.

Support: "Addressing the Need for Education in Nepal"
By Nikhil Jaisinghani
Deep Roots Nepal
Today in Nepal, where the average annual household income is $250, the $25 it costs a family to
send a child to school for a year is often an impossibility. Only 16% of all eligible Nepali students are
able to overcome poverty and political instability, corruption and chronic under-funding to remain
enrolled in school through grade ten.
Yet education is not a luxury; it is a right and a requirement for a prosperous, promising futurewhether for a child or a country.
Deep Roots Nepal (DRN) was created in 2003 to provide a secure source of funding to outstanding
Nepalese students who could not otherwise afford to attend school. With the help of carefully selected
local NGO partners, DRN identifies students in rural areas of Nepal who have demonstrated
academic excellence, but who are at risk of leaving the public educational system due to economic
hardship. DRN subsidizes the tuition, textbook, and school supply expenses faced by these students
and their families, while monitoring their progress throughout the remainder of their education.
Because of the special challenges and inequities they face, DRN is committed to providing half of
their scholarships to orphaned children and two-thirds of their scholarships to young women.
Program Description
Deep Roots Nepal (DRN) identifies secondary school (grades 6 to 10) students from rural areas of
Nepal who demonstrate both academic excellence and economic disadvantage. DRN pays or
subsidizes the minimal tuition, textbook, and school supply expenses faced by these students
throughout the remainder of their secondary education. To identify potential scholarship recipients,
DRN asks selected local NGOs in Nepal to nominate students who have displayed academic
excellence but who are at risk of leaving the educational system due to economic hardship. The NGO
worker or organization that nominates a student is committed to assist with monitoring the student's
progress through the remainder of his education. The renewal of a student's scholarship each year is
contingent upon his attendance and satisfactory performance in the prior year.
The Morning Star Orphanage Sponsorship Fund
The Morning Star Orphanage, located just outside the city of Kathmandu, is a locally organized and
run orphanage with 56 impoverished, abandoned orphans. Though these children are fortunate
enough to have found a caring home, the orphanage is still mainly funded by Bishnu Parajuli, the
founder of the orphanage. By providing for the educational needs of these 56 children, Deep Roots
Nepal is helping the Morning Star Orphanage be more sustainable and allowing it to expand to take in
more unfortunate children.
Rural Student Scholarship Fund
Though Nepal's physical size is small, it is tremendously diverse both
culturally and economically. Leaving the Kathmandu valley, brick
houses give way to mud huts, paved roads dwindle to dirt footpaths,
gas stoves yield to traditional fire "chulos". The average daily salary is
about 60 US cents, but in rural areas it is even lower. School fees of
100 rupees (about $1.50) are a luxury much of the rural population
cannot afford. In the spirit of other Deep Roots programs, Deep Roots
Nepal seeks poor but talented students in rural areas and supports
them financially through the completion of their schooling. Deep Roots
can provide one year's worth of school fees, textbooks, and school
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supplies for a student for as little as $25.
You can find out more about Deep Roots Nepal by visiting them on the web at
www.deeproots.org/nepal or by emailing them at nepal@deeproots.org.
(Author can also be reached at njaisinghani at jhu dot edu -Ed.)

Diaspora: "INLS Updates including Election"
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191st Bhanu Jayanti Celebrated at Dallas, Texas
International Nepali Literary Society (INLS) Texas Chapter and its School of Languages and Cultures
th
of Nepal jointly marked 191st Bhanu Jayanti celebrations on July the 10 . On this occasion children’s
poem competition was organized. Child poets Kazal Lamichane, Astha Karki, and Jasica Bhandari
were awarded first, second and third prizes respectively, Nikita chapagain and Nischal Bhandari won
consolation prizes. A three-member judge panel consisting of INLS Texas Chapter Vice President
Basu Bhandari, General Secretary Gouri Joshi and local Lions club coordinator Ajay Chochon
officiated the Children’s poem competition.
A poetry-citing program was also organized, poets Keshav Lal Shrestha, Nirmala Rai, Chandra
Nagarkoti, Basu Bhandari, Basu Sharma, Harihar Bhandari, and Bhim Karki cited poems. Basu
Bhandari recited Bhanu Bkakta Acharya’s “Ghansi”. INLS Texas chapter secretary Basu Sharma shed
light on Pioneer Poet’s contribution in unification of Nepali language and literature. INLS Texas
Chapter President Bhim Karki thanked poets, judges and audiences for their participation. A light
Nepali snacks was also provided. Program was hosted by Nepal Education Committee Coordinator
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Nabin Chapagain and chaired by Dr. Kundan Pandey. Flower bouquet was extended in Bhanu
Bhakta’s photo in the beginning of the program.
Bhim Karki
President
International Nepali Literary Society, Texas Chapter
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INLS-CT Chapter marks “191th Bhanu Jayanti”
INLS, CT chapter marked “191th Bhanu Jayanti” amidst various activities in Mansfield Hollow Dam in
th
Mansfield, CT on 25 of July 25, 2004.
President of the chapter Mrs. Sita Koirala welcomed all the attendees and thanked them for being
there to celebrate Bhanubhakta and his greatest contribution to Nepali literature as Ramayan. In the
program, which was run by Krishna Shrestha and Pramod Pandey various speakers such as Ujjwal
Bhattarai, Dr. Hari Koirala, and Dr. Jeetendra Joshi highlighted the need and importance of the event.
At the beginning of the program, the greatest poet of Nepal Bhanubhakta Acharya was honored along
with Goddess Sawaswati by Ratna Devi Rana, Lalita Devi Sharma, Chanchala Devi Manandhar
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Nepalis offered their respect in the form of flowers. The program later moved on to reciting poems by
Sweta Sharma, Sita Koirala and other poets. The attraction of the program was a short drama of
“Bhanubhakta and Ghashi” by Sanjeeb and Pradeep Keshary.
There were about 80-90 attendees who later went to celebrate and enjoy the potluck picnic.
….
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Invitation: "2004 NASeA Convention In Atlanta
By Prakash B. Malla

“UNITY FOR PEACE AND PROSPERITY”
INVITATION TO ATTEND THE 2004 NASeA CONVENTION IN ATLANTA
PLEASE MARK YOUR CALENDAR: SEPTEMBER 4-6
Dear Members and Friends,
We are glad to inform that 2004 Nepalese Association in Southeast America (NASeA) annual
convention will be held during the Labor Day weekend (September 4-6) in the beautiful city of Atlanta,
Georgia. The theme of the convention is “Unity for Peace and Prosperity.”
The annual convention is one of NASeA's major events and provides all with the opportunity to mingle
and network freely with friends and relatives living in Southeast America. This will also provide an
excellent opportunity for our children and youth to have fun in a relaxed environment while developing
friendships and learning about Nepalese culture and values. The executive committee and several
other volunteers are working very hard to make this convention very informative, entertaining, and
memorable for you all.
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Thus, on behalf of the Executive Committee, I would like to extend our heartfelt invitation to all of you
to attend the 2004 Convention in Atlanta. Please visit our web site <http://www.NepalAmerica.org> for early registration, scheduled events, hotel information, and other frequent updates
about the convention. We encourage you to register early and on-line. By registering on-line early,
you will receive discount on registration fee ($5) and enable us to better organize and plan for your
weekend.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE CONVENTION
• Nepal Forum: How to Bring Peace, Security, and Prosperity in Nepal
• Non-Resident Nepalese Forum
• How to Make Nepal America Council (NAC) More Inclusive and Vibrant
• Eastern Religion, Philosophy, and Spiritualism
• Youth Forum
• The Ever-Popular Cultural Program
• The Ever-Popular NASeA Social Party
• Soccer Games
• Registration Fee Includes All Meals, Cultural Program, Social Parties, and One Year NASeA
Membership

REGISTRATION FEE
Online/Preregistration

Regular
$45
Student
$35
Life Member
$40
Children up to 6 years No Charge

On-site/Same Day Registration

Regular
Student
Life Member
Children (6 years)

$50
$40
$45
No Charge

Sunday night dinner and cultural program only: $35 (Adult); $20 (6-12 years old)
CONVENTION VENUE, HOTEL REGISTRATION, AND DIRECTION
Holiday Inn Hotel & Suites, Atlanta-Marietta
2265 Kingston Court
Marietta, GA 30101
(770) 952-7581 Phone
(770) 952-1301 Fax

A block of single and double rooms has been reserved for the conference for $59/night until August 4.
Please make your reservation early to get this low conference rate. Please mention “NASeA" or
“Nepalese Association” when you make reservation.
Visit link below to take an interactive tour of the hotel:
http://www.mainstreetmediagroup.com/87711/ebrochure.html
http://www.ichotelsgroup.com/h/d/6c/1/en/hd/atldl?irs=null
Driving Directions
ON I-75 AT EXIT 261 LOCKHEAD/DOBBINS AFB, 2 MILES NORTH OF I-285 (ATLANTA BYPASS).
FROM US 41 & S COBB DR: RT 200 TOWARD I-75, NORTH (LEFT) ON FRANKLIN TO HOTEL
ENTRANCE.
Thank you for your support
Respectfully yours,

Prakash B. Malla, Ph.D. (mallap@bellsouth.net)

President
Dublin, GA
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Invitation: NUMAFUNG by HeNN-USA
HELP NEPAL Network-USA presents NUMAFUNG, a 108 minute feature film on the struggle of a
Limbu woman in rural Nepal. It is a well-researched ethnographic
document of the changing ways and lives of rural Limbu people. It is
widely acclaimed and winner of several international film awards
screened across the world. Anyone interested in the struggles of
women in South Asia can not afford to miss it.
Program Sponsors:
Greater Boston Nepali Community
SANGAM Indian Student Association at MIT
Simmons College
Boston Tamu Samaj
Boston Chhalphal Discussion Series
Tickets will be soon available at Bombay Market Somerville and Punjab at Arlington. Please contact
the following for more information:
Prativa Adhikari Basnet
Shaileh Gongal - 781 646 6843
Muna Joshi 781 652 8548
Dibesh Karmacharya 508 865 8514
Sanjeeb Khanal 781 646 5190
Ishwar Khatiwada 617 718 1720
Mabi Singh - 508 6550944
San Pradhan
Tickets: $10
All the proceeds will go to Help Nepal's Mugu Helath Clinic.
DATE: Saturday, August 7, 2004
TIME: 2.00 PM
LOCATION: Room 10-250, MIT, 77 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA 02139
DIRECTIONS: http://whereis.mit.edu/map-jpg?section=directions

Reflections from a decade back: "Glimpses from our Neighbors"
("Reflections from a decade back" is a regular feature of rejuvenated TND.
Pramod Pandey compiles this section from materials published approximately
10 years ago in TND. - Ed)
Compiled by: Pramod Pandey
Originally from: Padam Sharma
Date: July 29, 1994
Source:
Subject: Glimpses from our Neighbors II: Sikkim and Bhutan
SIKKIM: Tempest in cornucopia!
I believe that most of you are aware of the history of Sikkim and its insertion into India. Or at least, you
have read the multiple use of the term "Lendupism" in recent TND articles in trying to stereotype the
Congressis in Nepal for their dealings with India. The word originates in Sikkim.
As a protectorate of India, Sikkim was ruled by the king and his council of ministers till early 1970's.
With limited resources at its disposal, the feudal system of government was very poorly managed.
When the democratic forces agitated for more freedom and a participatory government, the king's
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police could not handle the situation. He asked India for help which was granted in the form of CRP
(Central Reserve Police) in overwhelming numbers (about 1:1 ratio).
Ultimately, the king was forced into having a general election for the constituent assembly of Sikkim.
The election was won by the party (closely linked with Congress-I of India) of Kaji Lendup Dorjee with
absolute majority. The ruling party then legislatively orchestrated the incorporation of Sikkim into
India. Rumor ( I don't know if this was true because the rumor was prevalent only in Nepal and not in
Sikkim) was that Indira Gandhi paid only 3.2 million Rs. for buying Sikkim (pay-off of 1 lakh each for
the 32 constituent assembly members who voted for the proposal). Whatever, Sikkim which already
had an Indian Army contingent and the CRP, did not have much choice.
Kaji Lendup Dorjee alienated with Congress (I) and ruled the state for a while. As a favor to Kaji and a
state of strategic location (in boarder with Tibet) the Indira Gandhi government was very generous in
allocating money to the state. With growth of political alliances, jockeying for position and power since
then, Sikkim Sangram Parishad with Nar Bahadur Bhandari at its helm has ruled the state for the last
12 years.
Even with rampant corruption (saying is that only 25% of centrally allocated money is actually
utilized), Sikkim has made significant progress. Almost all houses have tin roofs (a sign of prosperity
in the hills); there is electricity at every house; a school every two kilometers; there are health clinics
and road linkages to each and every population centers; education to college level is free; and all
educated (HS and beyond) are employed.
In Gangtok, its capital, people talk about their second Maruti, their vacation trips to Kathmandu,
Calcutta and other Indian cities. As a symbol of materialism similar to affluent bourgeois in
Kathmandu, almost all houses have satellite disks. While Darjeeling is dying in its own slums of
poverty and frustration, Gangtok is growing with its high-rise buildings and optimism. Gangtok is
rapidly taking over Darjeeling as the premier hill station for vacationers from plains of India.
I tried to explore the feelings of present day Sikkimes as being Indians in general and about being
Sikkime in particular. While they are proud to be Sikkime and want to preserve their unique identity,
they did not show any discontent with India. I asked them about Kaji Lendup (whose influence is at
the fringe of present day political circus in Sikkim); there was no sense of anger or feeling of betrayal
towards him. With everybody employed and sharing a economic boom (mostly public sector jobs
created with plenty of New Delhi dough), Sikkimes are proudly exercising their freedom and
prosperity. In other words, application of the term "Lendupism" to describe sell-out to India does not
have any meaning at all in Sikkim.
When we were visiting Sikkim, we did hear some tempest in the political teapot. The main reason was
a struggle to share the power and the loot of corruption between the haves and the havenots in the
Sikkim Sangram Parishad, the ruling party of Sikkim. In his struggle to remain in power, Nar Bahadur
Bhandary (a chhettri) was able to head a coalition of ethnic Sikkimes (Lepchas, Bhotes and other
Indo-Mongoloid groups) by blasting communal slogans against the Congress party which was mostly
led by bahuns and newars. Bhandary's rhetoric of ethnic slurs was literally promulgated by militant
Indo-Mongloid members of the SSP who were anxious to sideline Bhandary himself. With a
communal fervor, they were demanding more rights and share of power (recent news on TND
reported that Bhandary is ousted as chief minister by one of the militants).
In recent years, the Sikkim politics has become communally selfish and there is an uneasy
atmosphere of distrust and fear of escalation of communal violence among ethno-political alliances of
Nepalis in Sikkim. If this theater of communal rift is not channeled through proper democratic
processes, we should expect contagious intra-ethnic flare ups of serious proportion, not only Sikkim
but also in Nepal. The difference would be, the Nepalis in Sikkim will be fighting due to cornucopia;
those in Nepal will be fighting due to indigence.

Literature: Poem >> "When You Departed"
By Medini Bhandari
When you left us spiritually,
We do not know what you took
But we found nothing with us which we have saved since ages and ages
We saw you were going with bare feet
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Opened hands and with no belongings
Without our entire company and companions
Totally alone or with someone else, or beyond our imaginations
We checked everything with us
Home, surroundings and neighbors
Nothing physically was touched or moved or disturbed,
Everything was absolutely normal,
Sunshine and morning hymns of our myth
And also were there the truth, and our faith
Not touched but trampling, crying and weeping
The floor was cold, wet and blood mixed fears
The light of spirit was off and wet with tears
We did not understand what you took,
But we found complete emptiness and hollowness in depth of our heart
We loved you and nurtured you with no expectations
Still we love and wish for your peace and pleasure with no expectation,
Somewhere some how you have left us in a pain,
We do not understand and can not express but it is like a nail in a vain
No idea what you took from us but we are the feeling that we lost everything.
We followed you called you and checked to you
You were there with …. Whom we could not find you
You were there by body as you were before,
Breathing, smiling, and sharing your pleasure with…
However, we could not found you as ours were you,
Distance was too big between us to be closed to you
Gap were too big to see, share and to feel to you,
Our heart is broken, broken and broken for you.
We love you so much, and you are in our mind and soul
All of us are thinking of you, and you are with us a whole,
But, we fear, scare to take your name,
And feeling dump, blind heartless and could not talk about you cause is unseen,
We feel as death without you, but reason is still unknown.
(May 22, 2004, USA)

Literature: Poem >> "City"
By Raghab Nepal
Piles of hoarding and neon signs
Lost me from myself beneath
The skyscrapers where
Crowds of men found a way of life,
And to my disgrace, I lost one.
No one seemed to care
Even the arrival of dawn,
Since the difference in night and day
Were none and still like fools
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All loved the joy of being artist
Of the unending drama.
Dollars and pounds, rupees and francs
Love lost existence in the far off ground
Which had sunk so deep that only few fairy tales
Could name, and it ‘just seemed Interesting'
To hear the same.
Losing all hope in the polluted air,
I dreamt of beauty I could find in love
Till a sound of coins woke me up
Thrown at me by passer-by
Thinking me to be a beggar,
Calling it to be a token of love.
At last I realised love’s existence still remain
But the way of loving has met an unprecedented change.
(Author can be reached at nepalruckus [at] hotmail [dot] com. -Ed.)

"Did you know?": Gmail Vs. Privacy
By TND Research

(Google has become undoubtly one of the greatest internet companies. Its search technology is
perhaps the best in the world. Recently, its email service "Gmail" at GMail.com (by invitations only at
this time) is also creating quite a stir with 1 GB space, conversational style email, "search don't sort"
feature and others. However, equally controversial is its privacy policy. Here is an anti-google piece
compiled from various sources. -Ed.)
Problem 1: Gmail is nearly immortal
Google offers 1 gig of storage, which is many times the storage offered by Yahoo or Hotmail, or other
Internet service providers that we know about. The powerful searching encourages account holders to
never delete anything. It takes three clicks to put a message into the trash, and more effort to delete
this message. It's much easier to "archive" the message, or just leave it in the inbox and let the
powerful searching keep track of it. Google admits that even deleted messages will remain on their
system, and may also be accessible internally at Google, for an indefinite period of time.
(Google has been spinning their original position in press interviews, and with an informal page
described as "a few words about privacy and Gmail." When we see fresh material from Google, we
check the modification date at the bottom of the terms-of-use page and privacy page for Gmail. If
these dates are still April 6 and April 8, we know that nothing has changed. Google can modify these
pages too, any way they want and whenever they want, unilaterally. But at least these two pages
carry slightly more legal weight than other pages, because Google should attempt to notify users of
significant changes in these formal policies.)
After 180 days in the U.S., email messages lose their status as a protected communication under the
Electronic Communications Privacy Act, and become just another database record. This means that a
subpoena instead of a warrant is all that's needed to force Google to produce a copy. Other countries
may even lack this basic protection, and Google's databases are distributed all over the world. Since
the Patriot Act was passed, it's unclear whether this ECPA protection is worth much anymore in the
U.S., or whether it even applies to email that originates from non-citizens in other countries.
Google's relationships with government officials in all of the dozens of countries where they operate
are a mystery, because Google never makes any statements about this. But here's a clue: Google
uses the term "governmental request" three times on their terms-of-use page and once on their
privacy page. Google's language means that all Gmail account holders have consented to allow
Google to show any and all email in their Gmail accounts to any official from any government
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whatsoever, even when the request is informal or extralegal, at Google's sole discretion. Why should
we send email to Gmail accounts under such draconian conditions?
Problem 2: Google's policies do not apply
The phrasing and qualifiers in the Gmail privacy policy are creepy enough, but nothing in any of
Google's policies or public statements applies to those of us who don't have Gmail accounts. Google
has not even formally stated in their privacy policy that they will not keep a list of keywords scanned
from incoming email, and associate these with the incoming email address in their database. They've
said that their advertisers won't get personally identifiable information from email, but that doesn't
mean that Google won't keep this information for possible future use. Google has never been known
to delete any of the data they've collected, since day one. For example, their cookie with the unique
ID in it, which expires in 2038, has been tracking all of the search terms you've ever used while
searching their main index.
Problem 3: A massive potential for abuse
Problem 4: Inappropriate ad matching
We don't use Gmail, but it is safe to assume that the ad matching is no better in Gmail, than it is in
news articles that use contextual ad feeds from Google. Here's a screen shot that shows an
inappropriate placement of Google ads in a news article. We also read about a lawyer who is
experimenting with Gmail. He sent himself a message, and discovered that the law practice footer he
uses at the bottom of all of his email triggered an ad for a competing law firm.
Another example is seen in the Google ads at the bottom of this story about Brandon Mayfield. There
are two ads. One mentions sexual assault charges (sex has nothing to do with the story), and the
other is about anti-terrorism. The entire point of this article, as well as a New York Times piece on
May 8, 2004, is that a lawyer has had his career ruined due to overreaction by the FBI, based on
disputed evidence. He was arrested as a material witness and his home and office were searched.
The NYT (page A12) says that "Mr. Mayfield was arrested before investigators had fully examined his
phone records, before they knew if he had ever met with any of the bombing suspects, before they
knew if he had ever traveled to Spain or elsewhere overseas. His relatives said he had not been out
of the United States for 10 years." The only evidence is a single fingerprint on a plastic bag, and some
FBI officials have raised questions about whether this print is a match. While Mr. Mayfield will get his
day in court, it appears that Google's ads have already convicted him, and for good measure added
some bogus sexual assault charges as well. Would Mr. Mayfield be well-advised to send email to
Gmail account holders to plead his case?
Our last example shows three ads fed by Google at the bottom of a Washington Post column titled
"Gmail leads way in making ads relevant." The columnist argues that Google's relevant ads improve
the web, and therefore she finds nothing objectionable about Gmail. These Google-approved ads
offer PageRank for sale, something which only a year ago, Google would have considered high
treason. Yes, these ads are "relevant" -- the column is about Google, and the ads are about
PageRank. But here's the point: A relevant ad that shows poor judgment is much worse than an
irrelevant ad that shows poor judgment. The ads at the bottom of her column disprove her pro-Google
arguments. She has no control over this, and is probably not even aware that it happened.
..........
California Attorney General Acknowledges Gmail Privacy Risk
June 9, 2004... California Attorney General Bill Lockyer has acknowledged a letter sent by EPIC,
Privacy Rights Clearinghouse, and World Privacy Forum regarding Gmail and California's two-way
consent requirement in its wiretapping laws. Lockyer wrote in a response dated June 4: "The potential
exposure of Gmail users to liability for violation of Penal Code section 631 is of particular concern, as
are the rights of those who are not subscribers to Gmail but who send e-mail to those who are."
1. Google's immortal cookie:
Google was the first search engine to use a cookie that expires in 2038. This was at a time when
federal websites were prohibited from using persistent cookies altogether. Now it's years later, and
immortal cookies are commonplace among search engines; Google set the standard because no one
bothered to challenge them. This cookie places a unique ID number on your hard disk. Anytime you
land on a Google page, you get a Google cookie if you don't already have one. If you have one, they
read and record your unique ID number.
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2. Google records everything they can:
For all searches they record the cookie ID, your Internet IP address, the time and date, your search
terms, and your browser configuration. Increasingly, Google is customizing results based on your IP
number. This is referred to in the industry as "IP delivery based on geolocation."
3. Google retains all data indefinitely:
Google has no data retention policies. There is evidence that they are able to easily access all the
user information they collect and save.
4. Google won't say why they need this data:
Inquiries to Google about their privacy policies are ignored. When the New York Times (2002-11-28)
asked Sergey Brin about whether Google ever gets subpoenaed for this information, he had no
comment.
5. Google hires spooks:
Matt Cutts, a key Google engineer, used to work for the National Security Agency. Google wants to
hire more people with security clearances, so that they can peddle their corporate assets to the
spooks in Washington.
6. Google's toolbar is spyware:
With the advanced features enabled, Google's free toolbar for Explorer phones home with every page
you surf, and yes, it reads your cookie too. Their privacy policy confesses this, but that's only because
Alexa lost a class-action lawsuit when their toolbar did the same thing, and their privacy policy failed
to explain this. Worse yet, Google's toolbar updates to new versions quietly, and without asking. This
means that if you have the toolbar installed, Google essentially has complete access to your hard disk
every time you connect to Google (which is many times a day). Most software vendors, and even
Microsoft, ask if you'd like an updated version. But not Google. Any software that updates
automatically presents a massive security risk.
7. Google's cache copy is illegal:
Judging from Ninth Circuit precedent on the application of U.S. copyright laws to the Internet,
Google's cache copy appears to be illegal. The only way a webmaster can avoid having his site
cached on Google is to put a "noarchive" meta in the header of every page on his site. Surfers like the
cache, but webmasters don't. Many webmasters have deleted questionable material from their sites,
only to discover later that the problem pages live merrily on in Google's cache. The cache copy
should be "opt-in" for webmasters, not "opt-out."

***
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